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Abstract: Normally, a single-trailer truck will lose its manoeuvrability when 
driving at a high speed during cornering or sudden lane changing manoeuvres. 
In order to improve the manoeuvrability and to avoid rollover accident, this 
study proposes an active roll control (ARC) using steerable-wheel system at 
middle axle for single-trailer truck. The system is developed to reject the 
unwanted yaw, lateral and roll motions based on trailer responses. The control 
structure of the ARC system is developed on a verified 18-DOF of single-trailer 
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truck model. PID controller as trailer’s roll angle feedback control is applied in 
the control structure and additional roll moment cancellation control using 
skyhook controller. From the experimental results using hardware-in-the-loop 
simulation (HiLS), a good similarity between simulation and experiment is 
observed for yaw rate, roll angle and lateral acceleration responses. It also 
shows that the developed steerable-wheel system was managed to reduce the 
unwanted lateral, yaw and roll motions. 

Keywords: middle axle steerable wheel; truck-trailer; ARC; active roll control; 
HiLS; hardware-in-the-loop simulation; PID-skyhook. 
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1 Introduction 

Generally, lateral acceleration causes lateral load transfer within the single-trailer trucks 
body from its centre of gravity (CG) and shifted outwards during cornering manoeuvres 
(Ali et al., 2017; Sert and Boyraz, 2017). This produces an unwanted roll motion and 
directly reduces the roll stability during cornering manoeuvres (Ramakrisna et al., 2017; 
He et al., 2019). Rollover incidents on trucks can be divided into two categories namely 
tripped rollover which is due to huge external vertical forces that induced to the vehicle 
and untripped rollover that due to responses from the truck in extreme road turning at a 
high speed manoeuvring (Han and Rho, 2017; Kazemian et al., 2017; Ataei et al., 2019). 
In order to overcome the untripped rollover issues on trailer-trucks, many automotive 
researches have been initiated in focusing on modelling of the single-trailer trucks system 
using mathematical and multi-body approaches to investigate the behaviours of the 
vehicle in various manoeuvrings. Most of the researchers have expanded their research 
interests towards the development of active rollover prevention system or commonly 
known as anti-rollover system using real-time estimation of roll angle, active suspension 
system, active stabiliser bar, electronic stability system and prediction algorithms for 
anti-rollover system (Rahimi and Naraghi, 2018; Chen et al., 2019). 

In this study, a new concept of active safety system known as active roll control 
(ARC) using steerable-wheel (SW) at middle axle of single-trailer truck is proposed and 
implemented into a verified full single-trailer truck model. The single-trailer truck model 
consists of 18-degree-of-freedom (18-DOF) connected with a hitch joint model using a 
set of differential equations and merged with a Calspan tyre model as explained by 
Ahmad et al. (2010). The selection of Calspan tyre model is due to its ability in  
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representing the characteristic of the vehicle in any driving conditions (Adnan et al., 
2020). In order to verify the validity of the developed model, a model verification 
procedure through simulation process was carried out using a well-known heavy vehicle 
dynamics software namely TruckSim. The model verification process was defined as the 
level of agreement of both responses between the developed model and TruckSim based 
on the similar manoeuvring test. Two types of handling test namely single lane change 
(SLC) and double lane change (DLC) tests at 60 km/h and 80 km/h were conducted using 
the similar truck’s parameters in TruckSim software. Several single-trailer truck’s 
responses were observed to verify the level of model’s agreement against the TruckSim 
software namely roll angle, yaw rate and lateral acceleration. The modelling process and 
detailed derivation of the developed model and its verification results have been done in 
the author’s previous manuscripts (Adnan et al., 2020; Yussof et al., 2020). 

The development of ARC in this study is based on trailer’s responses that can be used 
to cancel out the unwanted lateral, yaw and roll motions for preventing the truck from 
rollover. The selection of trailer’s responses as the controller feedbacks are due to most 
of the rollover accidents of the truck-trailer vehicle caused by the trailer due to its load 
and characteristics (Kemp et al., 1978). In addition, the trailer has a behaviour to self-
excited in lateral direction due to disturbance namely rearward amplification (RWA)  
(Ni et al., 2020). Here, a new approach for active safety system is proposed with a new 
controller structure for ARC system using steerable wheel (SW) for the middle axle. The 
SW is operated by the ARC controller, and its capability in improving the roll stability in 
the single-trailer truck vehicle are observed in both simulation and experiment using 
hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HiLS) approach. Apart from the designing the proposed 
ARC using SW, another contribution of the control structure is developed based on two 
outer loop feedbacks namely roll angle using PID controller and additional roll moment 
cancellation control using a set of linear and rotary imaginary dampers known as skyhook 
controller that implemented on the trailer. PID feedback controller is used to minimise 
the unwanted yaw, roll and lateral motions, while the additional roll moment cancellation 
controller is used to cancel out the unwanted load transfer of the trailer due to steering 
input from driver. The appropriate angle produced by the both controller feedbacks are 
then used as the target angle by inner loop controller for SW actuator. Here, the 
effectiveness of the proposed SW that actuated by the ARC using PID-Skyhook 
controller in cancelling out the unwanted roll motion during cornering manoeuvres is 
evaluated via HiLS using single-trailer truck test rig. The developed test rig also can be 
used to evaluate the benefits of the proposed system in any driving situations (Ružinskas 
and Sivilevičius, 2017; Žuraulis and Kilikevičius, 2019). 

This manuscript is organised as follows: An introduction of single-trailer truck 
modelling and verification process as well as the main work of this manuscript is 
presented in Section 1. Section 2 describes the approach in modelling the single-truck 
trailer. Detailed information on development of ARC is described in Section 3 and 
followed by the simulation results in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 present the results of 
experimental work on steerable-wheel actuator and ARC using HiLS test. Finally, the 
finding obtained in this study is shown in the conclusion section. 
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2 Development of 18 degree-of-freedoms of a single-trailer truck model 
with hitch joint 

The six-wheeled single-trailer truck model considered in this study is categorised as a 
commodities carrier with 3-axle system as illustrated in Figure 1. The 18-DOF single-
trailer truck model consists of 9-DOF truck and 9-DOF of trailer models. Both models 
are developed based on several subsystems which are handling, ride and Calspan tyre 
models with the dynamics function of tyre slip angle and longitudinal slip, respectively. 
The responses of trailer are based on the motion of the truck that connected using a hitch 
joint model. Combination of all subsystems allowing the single-trailer truck body to roll, 
pitch and heave about the longitudinal, lateral and vertical axes, respectively and also 
producing the lateral, longitudinal and yaw motions. 

Figure 1 A 2D view of single-trailer truck (see online version for colours) 

 

There are several modelling assumptions considered in constructing the 18-DOF single-
trailer truck model namely: 

• each suspension system is developed as linear spring and damper (Barethiye et al., 
2017; Yoon et al., 2021) 

• the hitch joint is modelled using a set of differential equations 

• the effect of the truck-trailer’s rolling resistance from passive anti-roll bar is taken 
into account in the mass moment of inertia about the longitudinal axis 

• each tyre is modelled as a linear spring (Hamed and Elrawemi, 2018) 

• each tyre maintains in contact with the ground at all times during manoeuvring 

• the truck-trailer is travelling on a flat road with negligible road irregularities  
(Li et al., 2019) 

• the truck-trailer is free to move along the lateral and longitudinal directions as well 
as to rotate about the vertical axis 

• the effect of aerodynamic in longitudinal direction is not considered and the  
single-trailer truck is set to travel at a constant speed (Salaani and Elsasser, 2017). 

2.1 Mathematical derivation of truck ride and handling models 

The 12 degree-of-freedom (12-DOF) single-trailer truck ride model in Figure 2 consists 
of two sprung masses which are the truck and the trailer bodies. The truck body is 
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connected to four unsprung masses located on the front right, front left, rear right, and 
rear left of each truck wheel. The trailer body has two unsprung masses on the right and 
left of each wheel. Each sprung mass is free to pitch and roll, and vertical motions of all 
unsprung masses are in the z-axis. All the tyres are assumed to have similar stiffness and 
modelled as linear spring without damping. 

Figure 2 Single-trailer truck ride model (see online version for colours) 

 

The truck’s equation of motion when considering the forces acting on the sprung mass is 
as follows. 

1sfl dfl sfr dfr sml dml smr dmr zh t truckF F F F F F F F F m Z+ + + + + + + − =  (1) 

where 

truckZ  = vertical acceleration of truck at CG 

1tm  = weight of truck sprung mass truck 

 zhF  = hitch vertical force 

 sfrF  = front right spring force = ( )sfr ufr sfrK Z Z−  

 sflF  = front left spring force = ( )sfl ufl sflK Z Z−  

 smrF  = middle right spring force = ( )smr umr smrK Z Z−  

 smlF  = middle left spring force = ( )sml uml smlK Z Z−  

 dfrF  = front right damper force = ( )sfr ufr sfrC Z Z−  

dflF  = front left damper force = ( )sfl ufl sflC Z Z−  
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dmrF  = middle right damper force = ( )smr umr smrC Z Z−  

 dmlF  = middle left damper force = ( )sml uml smlC Z Z−  

, , ,sfr sfl smr smlK K K K  = spring stiffness at the front right, front left, middle right and middle 
left. 

, , ,sfr sfl smr smlC C C C  = damping stiffness at the front right, front left, middle right and 
middle left. 

, , ,sfr sfl smr smlZ Z Z Z  = sprung masses displacement at the front right, front left, middle 
right and middle left. 

, , ,ufr ufl umr umlZ Z Z Z  = unsprung masses displacement at the front right, front left, middle 
right and middle left. 

, , ,sfr sfl smr smlZ Z Z Z  = sprung masses velocity at the front right, front left, middle right and 
middle left. 

, , ,ufr ufl umr umlZ Z Z Z  = unsprung masses velocity at the front right, front left, middle right 
and middle left. 

Equation of roll dynamic motion is given as, 

( ) ( )
¨

11 1 12 2roll sfr smr dfr dmr sfl sml dfl dml truck y CG
w wI F F F F F F F F m a hφ = + + + − + + + +   (2) 

where 

1  φ  = truck roll angular acceleration 

1rollI  = moment inertia of roll axis 

1ya  = truck lateral acceleration 

1CGh  = distance from ground to CG 

w  = truck track width 

Similarly, moment balance equation for truck pitch motion is given as, 

( ) ( )
( )

1 1 1

1 1

pitch smr dmr sml dm sfr dfr sfl dfl

zh truck x CG

I F F F F b F F F F a

F c m a h

θ = + + + − + + +

− +
  (3) 

where, 

1θ  = truck pitch angular acceleration 

Ipitch1 = moment inertia of pitch axis 

a = distance from the body CG to front tyre 

b = distance from the body CG to front tyre 
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c = distance from the body CG to hitch joint 

1xa  = longitudinal acceleration of truck 

Next, the trailer ride model that consists of two wheels on the rear axle is derived using 
the similar approach. The equation of motion for the trailer sprung mass is as follows. 

2srl drl srr drr zh t trailerF F F F F m Z+ + + + =   (4) 

The suspension forces for the trailer ride model are as follows. 

( )srl srl url srlF K Z Z= −  (5) 

( )drl srl url urlF C Z Z= −  (6) 

( )srr srr urr srrF K Z Z= −  (7) 

( )drr srr urr urrF C Z Z= −  (8) 

The equation for calculating the pitch and roll motions of the trailer is as follows. 

2 2 2 2( ) ( )pitch srr drr srl drl zh trailer x CGI F F F F e F d m a hθ = + + + − +  (9) 

( )2 2 2 22roll srr drr srl drl trailer y CG
wtI F F F F m a hφ = + − − +  (10) 

The next process is modelling the single-trailer truck handling model. Figure 3 illustrates 
the single-trailer truck handling which has a 6-DOF for vehicle’s longitudinal, lateral and 
rotational yaw motions for both truck and trailer. Input of the model is obtained from the 
front wheel angle (δ) and the vehicle speed to produce the magnitude of longitudinal 
acceleration at x-axis, lateral acceleration at y-axis and the yaw angular acceleration at  
z-axis. 

Based on the truck handling model in Figure 3, the equations for the longitudinal 
motion (ax1) in the x-direction, the lateral acceleration (ay1) in the y-direction, and the yaw 
motion in the vertical axis of the truck are as follows. 

1
xmr xml yfr xfr yfl

truck x
xfl xh yh

F F F sin F cos F sin
m a

F cos F cos F sin
δ δ δ

δ β β
+ + + +⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥+ − −⎣ ⎦
 (11) 

1
ymr yml xfr yfr xfl

truck y
yfl xh yh

F F F sin F cos F sin
m a

F cos F sin F cos
δ δ δ

δ β β
+ + − +⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥− − +⎣ ⎦
 (12) 

¨

2 2 2 2 2

2

xfr xfl xmr xml yfl

truckztruck yfr yml ymr yfl yfr

xfl xfr yh xh

w w w w wF cos F cos F F F sin

wI r F sin bF bF aF cos aF cos

aF sin aF sin cF cos cF sin

δ δ δ

δ δ δ

δ δ β β

⎡ ⎤− + − −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥= + + + − −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥+ + + −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

  (13) 

where 
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δ = Steering wheel angle 

mtruck = Mass of the truck 

Iztruck = Yaw inertia of the truck. 

Figure 3 7-DOF single-trailer truck model (see online version for colours) 

 

Next, the mathematical equations for the trailer handling model are as follows. 

2 cos sintrailer x xrr xrl xh yhm a F F F Fβ β⎡ ⎤= + + +⎣ ⎦  (14) 

2 sin costrailer y yrr yrl xh yhm a F F F Fβ β⎡ ⎤= + + −⎣ ⎦  (15) 

¨
sin cos

2 2
t t

trailerztrailer xrr xrl yrr yrl xh yh
w wI r F F eF eF dF dFβ β⎡ ⎤= − + + − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 (16) 

where 

mtrailer = Mass of the trailer 

Iztrailer = Yaw inertia of the trailer 

d = Distance from the CG to the hitch 

e = Distance from the CG to the trailer wheels 
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In this study, Calspan tyre model is used for the truck and trailer models in order to 
generate tyre forces in lateral and longitudinal directions. Calspan tyre model is more 
suitable for this study compared to others linear tyre model because linear tyre model 
does not consider tyre force in longitudinal due to extreme cornering conditions. The 
linear tyre model is more suitable to analyse a stable vehicle behaviour with small 
steering angle. The use of Calspan tyre model in this study is due to its capability to 
describe the exact full vehicle behaviours in any driving tests in various steering, speed 
and braking inputs (Adnan et al., 2020). All the parameters used in the modelling process 
are obtained from the TruckSim software as tabulated in Table 1. 

Table 1 Single-trailer truck model parameters 

Symbol Description Value (SI Unit) 
Iztruck Truck yaw inertia 38403 kg.m2 

Iztrailer Trailer yaw inertia 54000 kg.m2 

1rollI  Truck roll inertia 22839 kg.m2 

2rollI  Trailer roll inertia 38140 kg.m2 

1pitchI  Truck pitch inertia 35403 kg.m2 

2pitchI  Trailer pitch inertia 41801 kg.m2 

mtruck Truck mass 4455 kg 
mtrailer Trailer mass 6000 kg 
hCG1 CG height 2.39 m 
a Length from the front tyres to the truck CG 1.11 m 
b Length from the rear tyres to the truck CG 2.79 m 
c Length from the CG to the hitch 1.00 m 
d Length from the trailer CG to the hitch 5.22 m 
e Length from the CG to the trailer tyres 4.78 m 
w Truck width 2.44 m 
wt Trailer width 2.44 m 

2.2 Modelling of hitch joint using differential equation 

The hitch joint links the truck and the trailer when travelling. The differential equations 
used in the hitch modelling give the lateral and longitudinal forces acting on the hitch 
joint (Adnan et al., 2020). The hitch joint longitudinal force (Fxh) is dependent on the 
truck response in the longitudinal direction (x,vx and ax) and yaw motion (r, r  and r ). 
Each term is associated with a constant value that has to be tuned to correspond with the 
trailer response. Therefore, the longitudinal force acting on the hitch is as follows. 

( )1 2 3 4 5 6( )xh x xF a x a v a a a r a a rr= + + + + +  (17) 

The lateral force (Fyh) on the hitch is dependent on the steering action induced from the 
driver inputs namely angular acceleration ( )δ , velocity ( ) δ  and position ( ) δ  of the 
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steering wheel, and using the similar yaw truck response in calculating the Fxh. The 
equation for Fyh is calculated as shown below: 

( ) ¨

1 2 3 4 5 6( )yhF b b b b r b r b rδ δ δ= + + + + +  (18) 

Meanwhile, the hitch angle (β) is calculated using the differential equation for the truck’s 
lateral responses (y, vy and ay) and yaw responses (r, r  and r ). 

( )1 2 3 4 5 6( )y yc y c v c a c r c r c rβ = + + + + +  (19) 

Here, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5 and c6 are the constants that 
need to be tuned to obtain the accurate hitch model. 

Finally, all the equations for each subsystem are then developed in Matlab and 
merged to form a full 18-DOF single-trailer truck model as shown in Figure 4 which 
consists of ride, handling and tyre for truck and trailer subsystems, respectively as well as 
hitch joint subsystem. The input for the single-trailer truck model is the steering wheel 
angle from the driver which is used mainly for truck handling model and tyre slip 
equation. Each handling model for truck and trailer will determine the accelerations in 
lateral and longitudinal directions, and yaw rate based on the input obtained from the 
driver. Beside that a few forces generated from hitch and tyre model also used as the 
inputs for the handling models. These outputs from handling model are then fed into tyre 
slips equation to estimate the lateral slip angle. The lateral slip angle for each value is 
then forwarded into tyre model to estimate lateral tyre force and longitudinal tyre force. 
These forces are to be fed back into the handling model as main input. The tyre model 
also receives vertical tyre force as input which were obtained from ride model. Ride 
model is developed by considering forces and moments in vertical plane and thus, 
producing overall vertical forces based on lateral force response from the handling 
model. 

Figure 4 Single-trailer truck vehicle model simulated in Matlab/SIMULINK (see online version 
for colours) 
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3 Development of active roll control for single-trailer truck using 
steerable-wheel at middle axle 

Steerable-wheel (SW) system at middle axle as an ARC in this study is using a pitman 
arm mechanism system as shown in Figure 5. This type of mechanism is commonly 
known for heavy-duty applications (Aparow et al., 2016). Here, the SW system using 
pitman arm system is designed to provide several advantages for the single-trailer truck 
such as the capability to deliver a sufficient wheel angle in rejecting the unwanted 
motions of trailer due to steering input from driver and stabilising the direction of the 
vehicle after lane change manoeuvre. 

Figure 5 Steerable middle wheel of the middle axle for single-trailer truck (see online version  
for colours) 

 

Figure 6 Control structure of ARC using SW at the middle axle (see online version for colours) 

 

In this section, a control structure for ARC using SW at the middle axle to be used in 
single-trailer truck is constructed based on the verified 18-DOF model. The control 
structure is based on inner-loop and outer-loop controller feedbacks as illustrated in 
Figure 6. Inner loop controller feedback is used to actuate the SW mechanism using a DC 
motor as set in the outer loop controller, where it is designed to minimise the unwanted 
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motions of trailer during manoeuvring using PID merged with skyhook controller. This 
provides a roll control in reducing the unwanted roll angle, yaw rate and lateral 
acceleration of trailer body so that can minimise the load transfer during cornering 
manoeuvres. 

In outer loop controller, there is an additional roll moment cancellation controller to 
calculate the additional rejection angle of trailer roll ( addφ ) due to load transfer. It is 
constructed based on four units of skyhook damper installed at each corner of trailer and 
a rotational damper at the trailer CG as shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7 Additional controller for outer loop feedback: (a) skyhook damper at each corner of 
trailer and (b) rotational damper at trailer CG (see online version for colours) 

   

 (a) (b) 

These imaginary dampers are used to dissipate any unwanted load transfer of trailer into 
overall control system. The skyhook control policy is given as (Nie et al., 2017; Chen et 
al., 2020; Papaioannou et al., 2021; Rahmat et al., 2021): 

ij ij ijsky sky sF C Z= −  (20) 

The skyhook forces (Fsky) at each corner of trailer are then used to calculate the ideal 
desired moment to reject the unwanted roll motion by converting it into a rotating 
skyhook moment (Mskyij) at the CG of the trailer body (Aparow et al., 2016). Next, the 
total Mskyij generated from the skyhook force is merged with a rotating skyhook damper at 
trailer CG to calculate the additional roll moment (Mroll) for the overall control structure 
as follow: 

fl fr rl rrroll sky sky sky sky skyROTM M M M M M= + + + +∑  (21) 

where 

 
2 2fl fl fl flsky sky sky s
w wM F C Z⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= =− =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 skyhook moment at the front-left corner 

2 2fr fr fr frsky sky sky s
w wM F C Z⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = − =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 skyhook moment at the front-right corner 
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2 2rl rl rl rlsky sky sky s
w wM F C Z⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = − =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 skyhook moment at the rear-left corner 

2rr rrsky sky
wM F ⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

2rr rrsky s
wC Z ⎛ ⎞− =⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 skyhook moment at the rear-right corner 

skyROT skyROTM C φ=  = rotating skyhook moment at the trailer centre of gravity 

Finally, an additional rejection angle of trailer roll that processed by the addition roll 
moment cancellation controller need to be calculated in order to merge it with the outer 
loop controller of ARC. Here, the total additional moment obtained in equation (22) is 
then converted into the additional rejection angle of roll as follow: 

( )1 2 3roll y
add

k M k k v

i

φ
φ

− −
= ∑  (22) 

where φ  is the roll rate and vy is the lateral velocity of the trailer. Meanwhile, k1, k2 and 
k3 are the conversion gains for roll moment, roll rate and lateral velocity, respectively in 
calculating the additional roll angle ( addφ ), and finally i is tunable to obtain a better trailer 
response as well as the skyhook controller parameters are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 Skyhook controller parameters 

Skyhook controller Symbols Value (Ns/m) 
Skyhook (front right) CskyFL 2.5 
Skyhook (front left) CskyFR 3.5 
Skyhook (rear right) CskyRL 1 
Skyhook (rear left) CskyRR 1 
Rotating Skyhook CskyROT –0.1 

4 Simulation results of active roll control using steerable-wheel at the 
middle axle for single-trailer truck 

After developing the control structure of ARC using PID-skyhook controller, the 
performance is then simulated in Matlab software by comparing its responses against the 
passive system and ARC using PID. The purpose of designing the PID-skyhook 
controller is to further improve the performance of ARC control structure by reducing the 
magnitude of unwanted motions in terms root-mean-square (RMS) values of lateral 
acceleration, yaw rate and roll angle of the trailer as well as rearward amplification ratio 
(RWA). The 15 s simulation time is set to simulate the SW system at middle axle in 
stabilising the single-trailer truck model with two type of manoeuvring tests namely SLC 
and DLC at cruising speeds of 60 km/h and 80 km/h with steering wheel angles as 
illustrated in Figure 8, respectively. 
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Figure 8  Steering wheel angles for SLC and DLC manoeuvres at 60 km/h and 80 km/h: (a) SLC 
at 60 km/h; (b) SLC at 80 km/h; (c) DLC at 60 km/h and (d) DLC at 80 km/h 

          
 (a) (b) 

        
 (c) (d)  

SLC and DLC are considered in this study is due to observe the manoeuvrability of 
single-trailer truck in extreme driving condition. Realistically, SLC and DLC cause a roll 
motion resulting in discomfort and load transfer in lateral direction as well as causing 
tyres to lose contact with the road surface. This contributes to the instability of handling 
performance of the single-trailer truck in which leads to rollover accident. 

4.1 Simulation results of the proposed ARC control structure during single lane 
change 

Figures 9–11 show the responses for SLC at 60 km/h and 80 km/h in terms of lateral 
acceleration, yaw rate and roll angle. Based on the lateral acceleration results obtained  
in Figure 9(a) and (b) for both speeds, it can be seen that there is a slight improvement of  
PID-skyhook in reducing the unwanted lateral acceleration as compared to PID and better 
reduction against the passive system. The percentages of improvement recorded for both 
speeds in terms of RMS for PID-skyhook are 28.85% at 60 km/h and 6.56% at 80 km/h 
as compared to passive system. Better performance of single-trailer truck’s rotational 
motion can be observed by analysing the yaw rate response for both PID-skyhook and 
PID controllers. Figure 10(a) and (b) show the yaw rate responses at the trailer CG are 
60 km/h and 80 km/h, respectively. Similar to the lateral acceleration response, PID-
skyhook and PID controllers show the capability in dropping the magnitude of yaw rate 
response against the passive system. However, by referring to the percentage of 
improvement in terms of RMS value, it can be seen that PID-skyhook controller provides 
better rejection control about 28.61% at 60 km/h and 6.87% at 80 km/h. Meanwhile, 
27.78% and 4.94% reductions are recorded for PID controller at both speeds 60 km/h and 
80 km/h, respectively. 
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Figure 9 Lateral acceleration responses for SLC test: (a) 60 km/h and (b) 80 km/h 

    
 (a) (b)  

Figure 10 Yaw rate responses for SLC test: (a) 60 km/h and (b) 80 km/h 

    
 (a) (b)  

Figure 11 Roll angle responses for SLC test: (a) 60 km/h and (b) 80 km/h 

        
 (a) (b)  

When observing the roll angle response as presented in Figure 11 for both speeds, it can 
be seen that the PID-skyhook controller performs significantly better in reducing the 
magnitude compared to its counterparts namely PID controller and passive system. The 
better performance was mainly due to the ARC with PID-skyhook controller, which was 
designed to be able to reject the roll motion. Also, involvement of additional roll moment 
cancellation loop consists of imaginary damper at each corner and rotary damper at CG 
of the trailer body to provide sudden load transfer to the ARC control structure, which 
contributes to the overall achievement of the proposed system. The performance 
improvement is noticeable after 5 s during the driver drives the truck in straight direction, 
where the SW manages to reduce the magnitude and followed with the faster time 
response in stabilising the trailer than PID controller. The percentages of improvement in 
terms of RMS value for PID-skyhook against passive system for both speeds are 39.33% 
and 27.01% at the speeds of 60 km/h and 80 km/h, respectively. Overall improvements 
for SLC tests for both speeds against the passive system are tabulated in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Percentage of improvement responses based on RMS for SLC test 

Root mean square (RMS) 
Improvement 

percentage (%) 

Case Response 
Speed 
(km/h) Passive PID 

PID-
Skyhook PID 

PID-
Skyhook 

60 0.0884 0.0636 0.0629 28.05 28.85 Lateral 
acceleration 

80 0.1144 0.1093 0.1069 4.46 6.56 
60 0.036 0.026 0.0257 27.78 28.61 Yaw rate 
80 0.0466 0.0443 0.0434 4.94 6.87 
60 0.6547 0.4563 0.3972 30.30 39.33 

SLC 

Roll angle 
80 0.912 0.8152 0.6657 10.61 27.01 

In order to evaluate the roll stability of the proposed ARC for single-trailer truck, a RWA 
is used as proposed by Ervin and Guy (1986). The RWA is a phenomenon where the 
trailer tends to over-respond in lateral direction during manoeuvrings (Chen et al., 2019). 
Figure 12 shows the RWA values for various combination type of truck vehicles where it 
is defined as the ratio of the peak value of lateral acceleration between the rearmost 
trailer and the truck at its CG (Wang and He, 2016; Chen et al., 2019). The lower value of 
RWA ratio provides better ride of truck and less tendency to rollover. RWA is calculated 
as follows: 

( ) .
( )

    
( )

rearmost trailer

truck

y

y

Peak a
Rearward Amplification Ratio RWA

Peak a
=  (23) 

Table 4 shows the RWA ratio of the single-trailer truck during SLC manoeuvre at 
60 km/h and 80 km/h. Based on the RWA ratio results, the ARC with PID controller 
provides less RWA value compared to the passive system at both speeds. However, the 
ARC with PID-Skyhook shows the lowest RWA ratio at both 60 km/h and 80 km/h 
speeds, 1.1012 and 1.0571 respectively against the ARC with PID. 

Figure 12 Rearward amplification affects the combination heavy vehicles 

 
Source: Ervin (1983) 
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Table 4 RWA ratio by trailer towards truck for SLC test 

Peak ay (g) 
Case Speed (km/h) Truck Trailer RWA ratio 

60 0.190 0.264 1.3842 Passive 
80 0.260 0.350 1.3462 
60 0.110 0.139 1.2636 PID 
80 0.180 0.200 1.1111 
60 0.168 0.185 1.1012 PID-Skyhook 
80 0.140 0.148 1.0571 

4.2 Simulation results of the proposed ARC control structure during double 
lane change 

Next manoeuvring assessment is DLC test for speeds of 60 km/h and 80 km/h. For both 
lateral acceleration and yaw rate responses as presented Figures 13 and 14, the ARC with 
PID-skyhook and ARC with PID have better performance than the single-trailer truck 
without SW system in terms of the magnitude reduction. It indicates that the ARC using 
SW system has the ability to reduce both unwanted acceleration and yaw rate due to the 
steering input from driver. However, ARC with PID-skyhook controller has a slight RMS 
percentage of improvement against the ARC with PID at both speeds 60 km/h and 
80 km/h which are 38.03% and 25.32% for lateral acceleration, and 37.8% and 25.81% 
for yaw rate, respectively. Meanwhile, 37.47% and 23.32% of lateral acceleration, as well 
as 37.2% and 24.19% of yaw rate were recorded as compared to RMS of passive system 
for both 60 km/h and 80 km/h. Here, it can be seen that there is a minor contribution of 
additional roll moment cancellation controller in enhancing mobility of the truck. 

Figure 13 Lateral acceleration responses for DLC: (a) 60 km/h and (b) 80 km/h 

       
 (a) (b)  

Figure 14 Yaw rate responses for DLC: (a) 60 km/h and (b) 80 km/h 

       
 (a) (b)  
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A notable improvement of the proposed controller of ARC can be noticed from the roll 
angle responses as shown in Figure 15 for both speeds. Here, the yaw angle responses of 
the ARC with PID-skyhook and ARC with PID are compared to passive truck. By 
observing the percentage of improvement in RMS values, it can be noted that that the roll 
angle response for ARC with PID in DLC test managed to reduce the unwanted roll 
motion by 34.72% and 22.86% for respective cruising speed. Additionally, the roll angle 
response for the ARC with PID-Skyhook also denotes better roll motion performance as 
compared to ARC with PID by reducing the roll angle by 37.08% and 32.46% at 60 km/h 
and 80 km/h, respectively. Since the roll motion of the ARC with PID-skyhook controller 
shows a slight improvement, the possibility of the developed ARC with PID-skyhook 
control structure in enhancing the dynamics stability of the single-trailer truck during 
extreme manoeuvring to avoid rollover accident is promising. The RMS values of the 
lateral, yaw and roll motions for passive, ARC with PID and ARC with PID-skyhook are 
demonstrated in Table 5. 

Figure 15 Roll angle responses for DLC: (a) 60 km/h and (b) 80 km/h 

        
 (a) (b)  

Table 5 Percentage of improvement responses based on RMS 

Root mean square (RMS) 
Improvement 

percentage (%) 

Case Response 
Speed 
(km/h) Passive PID 

PID-
Skyhook PID 

PID-
Skyhook 

60 0.1249 0.0781 0.0774 37.47 38.03 Lateral 
acceleration 80 0.1663 0.1268 0.1242 23.75 25.32 

60 0.0508 0.0319 0.0316 37.20 37.8 Yaw rate 
80 0.0678 0.0514 0.0503 24.19 25.81 
60 0.9247 0.6063 0.5818 34.72 37.08 

DLC 

Roll angle 
80 1.2762 0.9872 0.8619 22.864 32.46 

Next, RWA ratio of single-trailer truck during DLC test is shown in Table 6. The passive 
system during DLC test at 60 km/h has RWA ratio of 1.3684. The RWA ratio is 
successfully reduced to 1.2727 using ARC with PID controller. However, the RWA ratio 
shows the lowest value ARC with PID-Skyhook controller, which is 1.0952. Similar 
improvement also can be observed for DLC test at 80 km/h, where a significant 
improvement with a reduction of RWA ratio from 1.4313 for passive system to 1.1389 
for ARC with PID-Skyhook. 
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Table 6 RWA ratio by trailer towards truck for DLC test 

Peak ay (g) 
Case Speed (km/h) Truck Trailer RWA ratio 

60 0.19 0.26 1.3684 Passive 
80 0.255 0.365 1.4313 
60 0.11 0.14 1.2727 PID 
80 0.179 0.206 1.1508 
60 0.168 0.184 1.0952 PID-Skyhook 
80 0.18 0.205 1.1389 

The effectiveness of ARC using SW at the middle axle which consists of PID-skyhook 
controller has been successfully simulated based on 18-DOF single-trailer truck model. 
The purpose of the developed control structure is to improve the handling performances 
mainly focused on lateral acceleration, yaw rate and roll angle during manoeuvring. From 
the simulation results, a better handling performance can be observed in terms of 
reducing the unwanted motions in preventing the single-trailer truck from rollover. Next, 
the modelling assumptions and parameters used in single-trailer truck as well as the 
validity of controller development theories will be tested experimentally using HiLS in 
the next section. 

5 Hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HiLS) of steerable-wheel actuator 

Figure 16 shows the experimental setup of HiLS for steerable-wheel (SW) actuator which 
consists of hardware and software configurations. The software configuration includes 
the xPC Target linked with Matlab and signal interface between host PC to target PC. 
Meanwhile, steerable-wheel for middle axle system, steerable-wheel actuator, angle 
sensors to record the wheel angle position, DAQ, target PC, host PC with Matlab, 
network cable, power supply, and pin out board for actuator and angle sensor connection 
are used as the hardware configuration. 

Figure 17 illustrates the process of HiLS testing using test rig equipped with the SW 
actuator implemented at middle axle for single-trailer truck. For HiLS testing, the system 
configuration is focused on both software and hardware configurations. In terms of 
software configuration, Matlab Simulink is used as the platform to configure the 
controller design. A conventional PID controller is used to provide current output for the 
DC motor and rotational switching which will be used as the input for the National 
Instrument (NI) analogue output block namely PCI-6229. The analogue output block is 
mainly used to convert the digital output into analogue input which will be connected to 
the National Instrument data acquisition system (DAQ). The DAQ is connected with 
motor driver in order to amplify the voltage required by the SW actuator, which is 12 V. 
Other than that, the motor driver is also used to provide the rotational switching either in 
forward or reverse direction based on the PID controller output. Since the SW actuator is 
connected at the middle axle for single-trailer truck, an angle sensor is required to 
measure the rotational angle in z-direction. The output measured from the angle sensor is 
feedback to the DAQ before connecting to the Matlab Simulink. The output from DAQ is 
connected with PCI-6229 National Instrument (NI) analogue input block to convert the 
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analogue outputs from angle sensor as digital input. This digital input is calibrated using 
analogue filter to reduce the unwanted noise during testing. The filter digital input is fed 
back as actual angle to the comparator block. The results processed in HiLS are 
compared with the results obtained from the developed model in Matlab to verify the 
position tracking control capability of the SW actuator. 

Figure 16 HiLS setup for SW actuator (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 17 HiLS process for SW actuator (see online version for colours) 

 

There are two input command functions namely square and sine inputs, with a frequency 
of 0.25 Hz implemented for this position tracking control of SW actuator. In order to 
investigate the capability of the developed SW in tracking the targeted input command, 
its actuator is evaluated in simulation approach using Matlab-Simulink and experimental 
test via HiLS. Here, both simulation and experiment are performed for a period of 20 s 
with the targeted steer angle of 3 deg. Table 7 illustrates the PID controller parameters 
used in simulation and experiment. From the PID controller parameters, it can be seen 
that the parameters implemented in experiment are higher against the simulation because 
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of the few factors namely delay in tracking response due to connection mechanism 
between actuator and middle axle of the truck as well as friction between wheel surface 
and test rig platform. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the actuator, its response in 
tracking the angle set in the controller command is evaluated in terms of RMS error. 

Table 7 Controller parameters used in simulation and HILS 

Techniques P I D 
Simulation 1 0 0.1 
HiLS 44 54 1 

Figure 18 indicates the position tracking responses for square and sine input functions.  
It can be seen from the results of simulation response that the developed actuator model 
is able to follow well the targeted angle with minor percentage of RMS error which are 
about 4.9% and 1.1% compared to the targeted angle for square and sine function, 
respectively. As compared to experimental response obtained from HiLS test, the results 
show that the percentage of error are slightly increase with acceptable range about 14.1% 
for square and 0.8% for sine compared to targeted angle. In addition, experimental result 
using HiLS also indicates the time delay for both square and sine inputs which are 0.25 s 
and 0.32 s, respectively. The factors that lead to delay are due to the backlash motion of 
the gear set between SW actuator and axle as well as the connection of angle sensor. 
Overall the percentage of RMS error against the targeted angle are for both simulation 
and experiment using HiLS as tabulated in Table 8. 

Figure 18 The position tracking responses for the square and sine input functions: (a) square 
function and (b) sine function 

 
 (a) (b)  

Table 8 Overall percentage of RMS error of the simulation and experiment relative to the 
target angle 

RMS values Error percentage (%) 
Inputs Desired Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment 
Square 3.00 2.85 2.58 4.9 14.1 
Sine 2.12 2.09 2.10 1.1 0.8 
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6 Experimental results of the proposed control structure for active roll 
control using hardware-in-the-loop simulation 

After designing the working principle of control structure for ARC, the performance of 
the proposed controller is tested experimentally using real-time approach through HiLS 
to validate the concept of the SW at the middle axle for single-trailer truck as shown in 
Figure 19. The working principle of SW in HiLS for the single-trailer truck is: the outer 
controller output in simulation is linked to the actuator SW driver to produce the 
appropriate wheel angle. The wheel angle at the middle axle is observed using the angle 
sensor and next used as the feedback for the SW actuator controller command through 
xPC Target in Target PC. The SW angle is also used as controller input in reducing the 
truck motions namely roll angle, lateral acceleration and yaw rate which will be analysed 
in the HiLS testing. In order to validate the SW, the experimental results from HiLS are 
compared against the desired angle set in the simulation based on the control structure of 
ARC. Here, the accuracy in terms of formulation approach of the controller as well as the 
selection process of single-truck trailer parameters that used in the model development 
can be verified. 

Figure 19 HiLS process to validate the ARC model that uses an SW at the middle axle (see online 
version for colours) 

 

Experimental test via HiLS is performed through simulation environment namely Matlab-
Simulink for the SLC and DLC manoeuvres at constant speeds of 60 km/h and 80 km/h. 
The two manoeuvre tests with different speed are considered in this study and are used to 
observe the benefits of the developed system in various driving conditions. Here, four 
single-trailer truck responses are investigated namely the position tracking control of 
wheel angle at the middle axle, yaw rate, roll angle and lateral acceleration. All these 
responses obtained from the experimental test are compared against the developed 
control structure to assess the SW actuator in delivering the middle axle wheel angle and 
next enhance the roll stability of single-trailer truck. 
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6.1 Experimental results of ARC control structure for single lane change at 
60 km/h and 80 km/h 

The performances of the proposed ARC at 60 km/h for SLC test are demonstrated in 
Figure 20(a)–(d). In terms of position tracking control of SW actuator at the middle axle, 
the simulated SW angle obtained from the control structure is set as the targeted angle for 
the single-trailer truck. Here, targeted angle must be tracked by the SW actuator to reduce 
the magnitude of the single-trailer truck response namely roll angle, yaw rate and lateral 
acceleration during manoeuvring. In order to evaluate the capability of the actuator, 
actual SW angle is recorded from the actual system in the HiLS test rig. It can be seen 
that the result of actual SW system taken from HiLS managed to track the actual steer 
angle of the middle axle with similar trend and slight time delay with percentage of RMS 
error 0.31% against the simulated result as illustrated in Figure 20(a). Further observation 
on the trailer responses in HiLS namely lateral acceleration, yaw rate and roll angle in 
Figure 20(b)–(d), clearly shows that a good agreement can be found as compared to the 
simulated responses obtained from the control structure with percentage of RMS error 
less than 6% for all responses in which can be considered within the acceptable range of 
error in experimental works. 

Figure 20 The performance of the proposed ARC for SLC at 60 km/h: (a) wheel angle of SW;  
(b) lateral acceleration; (c) yaw rate and (d) roll angle 

    
 (a) (b) 

    
 (c) (d)  

Next, the responses of SLC test at 80 km/h of SW system for ARC in single-truck trailer 
are presented in Figure 21. Figure 21(a) presents the performance of position tracking 
control for the SW system. For 80 km/h test, a smaller steer angle for SW system is 
required as compared to 60 km/h test to prevent the vehicle from roll. It is due to the fact 
that the capability of SW to provide a fast response in higher speed manoeuvring to track 
the path of SLC manoeuvre as set in the controller. It is also observed that the SW is able 
to provide the actual wheel angle at the middle axle in similar trend with minor time 
delay of 5% as in the simulated angle. Next, the performance of the SW via HiLS in 
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tracking the simulated responses namely lateral acceleration, yaw rate and roll angle are 
presented in Figure 21(b)–(d). From the all responses, it can be seen that all the 
experimental responses obtained throughout the HiLS are able to produce similar 
responses with less than 5% of RMS error against simulation as tabulated in Table 9. 

Figure 21 The performance of the proposed ARC for SLC at 80 km/h: (a) wheel angle of SW;  
(b) lateral acceleration; (c) yaw rate and (d) roll angle 

      
 (a) (b) 

        
 (c) (d)  

Table 9 Overall difference percentage of the RMS for the proposed ARC with SW in the SLC 
test with HiLS 

RMS 
Test Response 

Speed 
(km/h) Simulation Experiment 

Difference 
percentage (%) 

60 0.7447 0.7470 0.31 SW angle 
80 0.7707 0.6924 10.16 
60 0.0531 0.0560 5.46 Lateral 

acceleration 80 0.0844 0.0873 3.44 
60 0.0217 0.0229 5.53 Yaw Rate 
80 0.0344 0.0356 3.49 
60 0.3968 0.4194 5.69 

SLC 

Roll Angle 
80 0.6645 0.6943 4.48 

6.2 Experimental results of ARC control structure for double lane change at 
60 km/h and 80 km/h 

Next rollover assessment of the proposed ARC system is DLC test in which this 
manoeuvre extremely evaluates the emergency handling performance of the single-trailer 
truck in avoiding an obstacle during driving. Figures 22(a) and 23(a) present the position 
tracking performance of the SW actuator at 60km/h and 80 km/h, respectively. Due to the 
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extreme manoeuvre as compared to SLC test, the SW actuator is highly responsive in 
changing the direction of trailer in a short period of time to avoid a rollover accident. 
Here, it can be observed the SW actuator is able to produce required angle for both 
speeds as commanded by the controller in terms of the magnitude and the trend. 
However, 9.58% and 6.41% RMS errors are recorded with time delay of 0.4 s and 0.3 s 
for 60 km/h and 80 km/h, respectively. 

Figure 22 The performance of the proposed ARC for DLC at 60 km/h: (a) wheel angle of SW and 
(b) lateral acceleration; (c) yaw rate and (d) roll angle 

      
 (a) (b) 

      
 (c) (d)  

Figure 23 The performance of the proposed ARC for DLC at 80 km/h: (a) wheel angle of SW and 
(b) lateral acceleration; (c) yaw rate and (d) roll angle 

        
 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d)  
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Comparisons between simulation of ARC control structure and its implementation  
using HiLS at both speeds 60 km/h and 80 km/h during DLC test are shown in  
Figures 22(b)–(d) and 23(b)–(d), respectively. All the assessment criteria namely lateral 
acceleration, yaw rate and roll angle for both speeds obtained from the HiLS results are 
also managed to track all responses as set in the controller with tolerable error. The 
highest RMS errors for DLC is recorded at 80 km/h which are lateral acceleration is 
2.37%, yaw rate is 2.46% and roll angle is 2.64%. Meanwhile, lower RMS error which is 
less than 2% was also recorded for 60km/h in all responses as tabulated in Table 10. 

Table 10 Overall difference percentage of RMS for the proposed ARC with SW tested with 
HiLS in a DLC manoeuvre 

RMS 

Test Response 
Speed 
(km/h) Simulation Experiment 

Difference 
percentage of 

RMS (%) 
60 0.9027 0.8162 9.58 SW angle 
80 1.0339 0.9676 6.41 
60 0.0758 0.0770 1.58 Lateral 

Acceleration 80 0.1098 0.1124 2.37 
60 0.0310 0.0314 1.29 Yaw Rate 
80 0.0447 0.0458 2.46 
60 0.5820 0.5929 1.87 

DLC 

Roll Angle 
80 0.8611 0.8838 2.64 

7 Conclusion 

In order to enhance the roll stability of single-trailer truck, a control structure for ARC 
using steerable-wheel (SW) system at the middle axle was proposed. The proposed ARC 
was simulated based on verified 18-DOF model and its performance was compared 
against the passive system in two handling tests namely single SLC and DLC 
manoeuvres at 60 km/h and 80 km/h. The simulation results for both manoeuvres in two 
cruising speed 60 km/h and 80 km/h show better performance as compared to passive 
system in terms of lateral acceleration, yaw rate and roll angle. Here, the effectiveness of 
the ARC was proven to have a faster response in reducing the unwanted lateral, yaw and 
roll motions. The proposed ARC was then experimentally evaluated via HiLS test rig to 
verify the capability of the SW actuator in providing the middle axle angle as set in the 
controller. SW in HiLS test rig was developed, which consists of a DC motor, SW at 
middle axle, small-scaled single-trailer truck and test rig platform. From the HiLS test 
results, good agreement in terms of trend and magnitude within the acceptable range of 
error can be observed from the small-scaled system responses and simulated responses 
from the control structure in simulation works of ARC namely SW angle at the middle 
axle, lateral acceleration, yaw rate and roll angle. This proves the benefits of the proposed 
ARC using SW system at middle axle to be able to reduce and stabilise the yaw and 
lateral motions compared to the conventional system of a single-trailer truck. 
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